HOW IT WORKS

CONTACT US TODAY!

Clean~Volt is a patented fail safe technology providing
bi-directional modes of protection. This Unique ability,
coupled with the fastest connected speed in theindustry
allows Clean~Volt to give your electrical system the edge
required in today’s sophisticated market.

Clean~Volt is the only SPD device in the industry that can
effect power quality by limiting surging events and the
heating effect. Using Clean~Volt creates a more stable
environment for our sensitive connected electronics,
allowing them to reach their intended life cycle.

BEFORE CLEAN~VOLT
POWER METER

FUSE BOX

Save yourself time and money now and contact
your nearest Clean~Volt distributor today!

Electrical spikes and surges
enter your electrical system
from the grid. Connected
devices within your electrical
system are subject to these
damaging occurrences.

SERIOUS PROTECTION


YOUR APPLIANCES
& EQUIPMENT

A NEW ERA OF
SURGE PROTECTION.


Patented technology that 
improves power quality.

AFTER CLEAN~VOLT

#aneweraofsurgeprotection

Clean~Volt smooths out these irregularities from the
grid and stops surges from reaching your devices, while
catching internally generated interference.
POWER METER

FUSE BOX

RESIDENTIAL.

YOUR APPLIANCES
& EQUIPMENT

COMMERCIAL.
TOLL FREE
The installation of Clean~Volt increases the efficiency of
your entire electrical system and all devices attached to it.

WEB

1.855.526.2765

www.cleanvolt.com

INDUSTRIAL.
AGRICULTURAL.

Catastrophic Protection + Power Quality
Enhancement is the Clean~Volt Advantage.

THE PROBLEM

WHY YOU NEED CLEAN ~ VOLT

Are you having to replace or maintain yourequipment or
appliance components frequently?

Clean~Volt is a patented fail safe technology providing
bi-directional modes of protection. This Unique ability,
coupled with the fastest connection speed in theindustry
and Clean~Volt’s robust nature, gives your system the
edge required in today’s complexelectrical systems.

Did you have to purchase multiple plug-in protectors
throughout your home and/or business?
Is your business experiencing downtime due to unknown
factors?
Most likely you have experienced these problems due
to one of the following occurrences:
Electrical Surges/ Dirty Power



Lightning Strikes



Electrical Harmonics



EMI – Electro Magnetic Interference



Over Voltage



Transient Noise

Clean~Volt provides an environment so
your equipment and appliances can reach
their intended lifecycle. Optimizing your
electrical system with Clean~Volt will
reduce your downtime and increase
your positive cash flow.

ULTIMATE PROTECTION
The only solution able to attract the
event and therefore buy your system
the time it needs to trip the main
breaker in emergencies and protect
your appliances and equipment.





COST SAVINGS &
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

NO MAINTENANCE
Once installed, your
Clean~Volt unit will require
no general maintenance.

DID YOU KNOW?
AN AVERAGE RESIDENCE
UNDERGOES ABOUT 200
SURGES PER HOUR!

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

MADE IN CANADA

Reduces your IT problems caused by
spikes and surges in your network.

Clean~Volt is a proudly
Canadian-made product.

UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY
Clean~Volt patented technology. The
only solution out there, with unmatched
responsiveness, able to buy your system
the valuable time it needs for the main
breaker to trip in emergencies.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
We will replace your originally purchased
Clean~Volt equipment for free, should a
high intensity over-voltage occur, that
would cause the unit to expire.

